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Mini-Lecture on Principles and Parameters: Typology and Acquisition 
 
1.0 Finishing up Syntactic Typology 
 
• Typology: the study and classification of languages according to their grammatical features.  

 
o What type of syllables are permitted? 
o What phonological rules apply? 
o What does the morphology look like? 
o What is the syntax like? 

 
Descriptive Generalization 

 
If a language has the rule PP  NP P, then it will have the rules VP  NP V and VP  PP VP 
     Japanese, Turkish, Basque 
If a language has the rule PP  P NP, then it have the rules VP  V NP and VP  VP PP. 
     English, Polish, Bole, Spanish 

 
Even More General: 

 
If a language puts the head {last, first} in a VP, it will put the head {last, first} in a PP. 

 
 

 
• What underlies this implicational universal?  

 
• First, we need to learn two pieces of terminology: 
 

o RIGHT–BRANCHING: The phrasal constituent of a phrase appears on the right. The 
head of the phrase occurs initially. 

o LEFT-BRANCHING: The phrasal constituent of a phrase appears on the left. The 
head of the phrase occurs last.  

 
Right-branching :English, Polish, Bole, Spanish, Hausa, Greek, Occitan…)                  
                     VP                     4           
                     VP          PP         
       rpin the field 
             VP                PP           4            next to Ron 

V            NP 
       kicked         the ball 
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Left-branching: (Basque, Japanese, Turkish, Punjabi…) 
 
             VP          4           
            PP            VP         
  in the field       rp 
      PP                  VP 

   next to Ron          4 
        NP                   V 
   the ball   kicked 
 
• What cognitive scientists and linguists think: For some reason, it is easier for the brain to 

process structures or images in which things either go left or right, but not both.  
 
 
 

2.0 Principles and Parameters 
 
• Greenberg’s Universals: Absolute vs. Implicational universals 

 
o Example of absolute universal: subject comes before object 
o Example of implicational universal: If a language puts the head {last, first} in a 

VP, it will put the head {last, first} in a PP. 
 

 
• Greenberg’s Universals are descriptively useful and interesting, but maybe they point to 

something deeper and more informative about the way in which languages are put together. 
 

o We’ll be talking now about the PRINCIPLES AND PARAMETERS approach to 
language typology and language acquisition. 

 
• Crucial observation: There is a lot of variation among languages, but it certainly isn’t the case 

that “anything goes.” 
 

o Linguist’s task: what do all languages have in common? how can languages 
vary? what are the limits placed on variation? 

 
• The move from typology to theoretical linguists was an important step that was taken in the 

middle of the 20th century. 
 

o Why is there variation between languages? Why do we only see certain patterns 
recurring? 

 
• Properties of languages that seem to be universal are called PRINCIPLES. PRINCIPLES are a 

(theoretically) finite set of properties innate to all human languages.   
o Maximize Onsets Principle 
o Morpheme Ordering Constraint 
o Subject-precedes-Object 
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• Options that a language can have different settings for are called PARAMETERS. The set of 
PARAMETERS is theoretically finite, too, although linguists haven’t figured out the most elegant 
set of parameters.  
 

o E.g., If a language puts the head {last, first} in a VP, it will put the head {last, 
first} in a PP. 

 
• The theory of Principles and Parameters is useful both for the theory of language typology, as 

well as for the study of language acquisition.  
 
• The study of language acquisition is governed by the following observations, which suggest 

that the process of language acquisition involves flipping of switches linked to grammatical 
rules.  Think of the brain like a switchboard. 

 
o These switches are the parameters.  

 
1 Plato’s Problem: How can children with different linguistic environments arrive at 

an accurate grammar of some language, relatively rapidly, and with finite input?  
 

2 Poverty of the Stimulus: Children receive finite input…and further more, the 
input they receive isn’t complete. Children may hear one type of sentence, 
however, that permits them to make predictions about a different type of sentence.  

 
3 Errors: Children produce errors like *doed, *runned, and *goed…errors which 

they won’t have heard adults produce, but seem children’s attempts at making 
predictions based on regular patterns applying elsewhere in the language.  Their 
predictions are only incorrect because they’ve stumbled across an irregularity in the 
language.  

 
 
• The problem of language acquisition is simplified if “children are innately equipped with a 

mental apparatus that reduces and in a sense directs the search space amongst possible 
grammars.” 
 

o “The P&P approach is an attempt to provide a precise and testable 
characterization of this innate endowment which consists of universal, fixed 
PRINCIPLES and universal, binary PARAMETERS that can be set in various ways.” 
 

o “The interaction of the principles and the parameter settings produces all known 
languages while excluding non-natural languages.” 

 
o This is also the problem of language typology: there is a limited range of 

languages. We want to figure out how the possible space of languages is 
restricted.  
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3.0 Language Acquisition 
 
• Discussion largely from an article by Steven Pinker. Anything marked in quotes is from 

this article: https://pantherfile.uwm.edu/iverson/www/pinker.html 
 
• How do you study language acquisition? There are two possible approaches, broadly 

speaking. 
 
• Naturalistic Approach: observation and recording of children’s spontaneous utterances. 

 
o Diary studies; recorded, transcripts made, and (now) made available on the 

Internet to researchers. 
o http://childes.psy.cmu.edu 
o There are some downsides to this methodology: 

 Some structures just won’t come up frequently in everyday speech.  
 Never will be clear exactly what the context of the sentence was: what 

meaning did the child have in mind when they said a particular sentence? 
 
• Experimental Approach: Linguists construct special tasks that are intended to either get the 

child to produce a particular type of sentence (by asking the child to describe a picture or 
video) or get the child to judge how a particular sentence sounds. 

 
3.1 Course of Language Acquisition 

 
o Single words begun to be produced around 1 year. Similar around the world: 

About half the words are for objects: food (juice, cookie, body parts (eye, nose), 
clothing (diaper, sock), vehicles (car, boat), toys (doll, block), household items 
(bottle, light, animals (dog, kitty), and people (dada, baby). There are words for 
actions, motions, and routines, like (up, off, open, peekaboo, eat, and go, and 
modifiers, like hot, allgone, more, dirty, and cold. 
 

o Syntax begins at 18 months: 2 word strings 
 

All dry.            All messy.            All wet.            I sit.                      I shut.             No bed.     
No pee.            See baby.              See pretty.       More cereal.        More hot.           

            Hi Calico.        Other pocket.        
            Mail come.      Airplane allgone.   Bybebye car.    Our car.           
            Papa away.      Dry pants. 
 

• These sequences already reflect the language being acquired: in 95% of them, the words 
are properly ordered. 
 
• “Even before they put words together, babies can comprehend a sentence using its 

syntax. For example, in one experiment, babies who spoke only in single words were 
seated in front of two television screens, each of which featured a pair of adults dressed 
up as Cookie Monster and Big Bird from Sesame Street. One screen showed Cookie 
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Monster tickling Big Bird; the other showed Big Bird tickling Cookie Monster. A 
voice-over said, "OH LOOK!!! BIG BIRD IS TICKLING COOKIE MONSTER!! 
FIND BIG BIRD TICKLING COOKIE MONSTER!!" (Or vice-versa.) The children 
must have understood the meaning of the ordering of subject, verb, and object, because 
they looked more at the screen that depicted the sentence in the voice-over (Hirsh-Pasek 
& Golinkoff, 1991).” 
• Their two- and three-word utterances look like samples drawn from longer potential 

sentences expressing a complete and more complicated idea. Roger Brown, one of the 
founders of the modern study of language development, noted that although the three 
children he studied intensively never produced a sentence as complicated as Mother 
gave John lunch in the kitchen, they did produce strings containing all of its 
components, and in the correct order: (Brown, 1973, p. 205): 

        
Example Utterances: 
  Agent           Action     Object    Location        
        NP        V             NP          PP 
               (Molly           made        lunch       in the kitchen.)           
 
    a.        Mommy         fix.          
    b.        Baby                                               table.          
    c.                                Put         light.                    
    d.                                Put                           floor.         
    e.        I                       ride        horsie.          
    f.        Tractor             go                             floor.                    
    g.                                Put         truck         window.          
    h.        Adam                put         it                box. 
 
 What category of word is consistently missing from the above utterances? 
 
• Between two and three-years of age, sentence length increases steadily. 

 
• At this time, children also start to embed constituents inside of each other.  
 

o Children also start to use function words, like prepositions and determiners.  
 
2;5: Now put boots on. Where wrench go? What that paper clip doing? 
 
2;6: Write a piece a paper. What that egg doing? No, I don't want to sit seat. 
 
2;8: Let me get down with the boots on. How tiger be so healthy and fly like kite? Joshua throw 
like a penguin. 
 
2;9: Where Mommy keep her pocket book? Show you something funny. 
 
2;10: Look at that train Ursula brought. You don't have paper. Do you want little bit, Cromer? 
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2;11: Do want some pie on your face? Why you mixing baby chocolate? I said why not you 
coming in? We going turn light on so you can't - see. 
 
3;0: I going come in fourteen minutes. I going wear that to wedding. Those are not strong mens. 
You dress me up like a baby elephant. 
 
3;1: I like to play with something else. You know how to put it back together. I gon' make it like 
a rocket to blast off with. You want - to give me some carrots and some beans? Press the button 
and catch - it, sir. Why you put the pacifier in his mouth? 
 
3;2: So it can't be cleaned? I broke my racing car. Do you know the light wents off? When it's 
got a flat tire it's need a go to the station. I'm going to mail this so the letter can't come off. I - 
want to have some espresso. Can I put my head in the mailbox so - the mailman can know where 
I are and put me in the mailbox? Can I - keep the screwdriver just like a carpenter keep the 
screwdriver? 
 
• Children are very good.  Pinker makes the following points: 
 
• “Though many of the young 3-year-old's sentences are ungrammatical for one reason or 

another, it is because there are many things that can go wrong in any single sentence.  
 

o “When researchers focus on a single grammatical rule and count how often a 
child obeys it and how often he or she versus flouts it, the results are very 
impressive: for just about every rule that has been looked at, three-year olds obey 
it a majority of the time (Stromswold, 1990; Pinker, 1984, 1989; Crain, 1992; 
Marcus, et al., 1992).  
 

o “As we have seen, children rarely scramble word orders and, by the age of three, 
come to supply most inflections and function words in sentences that require 
them.  

 
o “Though our ears perk up when we hear errors like mens, wents, Can you broke 

those?, What he can ride in?, That's a furniture, Button me the rest, and Going to 
see kitten, the errors occur in anywhere from 0.1% to 8% of the opportunities for 
making them; more than 90% of the time, the child is on target. The next chapter 
follows one of those errors in detail. 

 
o “It is safe to say that except for constructions that are rare, predominantly used in 

written language, or mentally taxing even to an adult (like The horse that the 
elephant tickled kissed the pig), all parts of all languages are acquired before the 
child turns four (Slobin, 1985/1992).” 
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3.2 Children can acquire any language, given some sort of input as a starting point. 
 
• But what kind of input do children need? And what do they come to the table with? 
 
• What they come equipped with: The theory of universal grammar is closely tied to the theory 

of the mental mechanisms children use in acquiring language; their hypotheses about language 
must be couched in structures sanctioned by UG. 

 
• What sorts of input they get: 
 

o CONTEXT: Children hear sentences of a language being spoken in some sort of 
context…so they can figure out what meaning was intended.  

 
o POSITIVE EVIDENCE: Grammatical sentences of the target language. 

 The positive evidence will always be incomplete in some sense.  
 Sometimes, the positive evidence will be very incomplete: pidgins  

creoles; signed languages.  
 

o NEGATIVE EVIDENCE? Information about which strings of words are NOT 
grammatical sentences in the language. Sometimes kids get some, but it isn’t 
necessary, strictly speaking.  
 

 “Stromswold (1994) has an even more dramatic demonstration that 
parental feedback cannot be crucial. She studied a child who, for unknown 
neurological reasons, was congenitally unable to talk. He was a good 
listener, though, and when tested he was able to understand complicated 
sentences perfectly, and to judge accurately whether a sentence was 
grammatical or ungrammatical. The boy's abilities show that children 
certainly do not need negative evidence to learn grammatical rules 
properly, even in the unlikely event that their parents provided it.” 
 

 “The child must have some mental mechanisms that rule out vast numbers 
of “reasonable” strings of words without any outside intervention.” 

 
• What are these mental mechanisms? Parameters. 

 
o But this is sort of uninformative…how do the parameters get set? All that 

parameters tell you is that you have options for how the language could be.  
 

o Some strategy is needed for setting parameters. That strategy is discussed below. 
 
3.3 Parameter-Setting and the Subset Principle  
 
NOTE: We didn’t get to this in class. You do not have to know this.  I have included it in 
case you are interested in the topic.  
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• We’ll discuss this issue using a parameter we haven’t talked about before: word order freedom. 
 
• We talked about SVO, SOV, and VSO languages.  
 

o In some languages, you can reorder words (although SVO, SOV, or VSO will be 
“basic”).  

o The degree to which words can be reordered seems to be parametric. For the sake 
of simplicity, let us say that a child’s task is (at a general level) to decide whether 
they are acquiring a “free word order” or “fixed word order” language.  

 
• English has (almost completely) fixed word order. 

o Russian and Japanese and semi-free word order. 
o Warlpiri has (almost completely) free word order. 

 
English:  
(1) a. The cat ate the fish. 
 b. *The cat the fish ate. 
 c. *Ate, the cat the fish. 
Japanese: 
(2) 

 
Russian: 
(3) 
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2           Types of scrambling constructions and their properties 

 

2.1          Scrambling constructions in Japanese 

 It is generally observed that considerable word order flexibility is allowed in 

Japanese. The placement of the verb is restricted to the clause final position, but the 

order of the other elements appears to be free. The flexibility of word order can be 

observed both locally and long distance. 

           (3) 

           a.   Taroo-ga ano mise-de hon-o katta (koto)                        (Nemoto, 1999:121)      

      TarooNom that store-at bookAcc bought 

          ‘Taroo bought a book at that store’ 

      b.  Hon-o Taroo-ga ano mise-de katta (koto) 

      bookAcc TarooNom that store-at bought 

      c.  Ano mise-de Taroo-ga hon-o katta (koto) 

      that store-at TarooNom bookAcc bought 

      d.  Hon-o ano mise-de Taroo-ga katta (koto) 

      bookAcc that store-at TarooNom bought 

      e.  Taroo-ga hon-o ano mise-de katta (koto) 

      TarooNom bookAcc that store-at bought 

       f. Ano mise-de hon-o Taroo-ga katta (koto) 

      that store-at bookAcc TarooNom bought 

 

(4) [Mary-ga John-ni okutta telegami]-o kare-ga [dareka-ga t nususmiyomisista      

 MaryNom   John –to sent     letterAcc      he Nom        someoneNom   took a peek at 

       to ] omotteiru (koto) 

       that thinking 

       ‘The letter Mary wrote to John, he thinks someone took a peek at’  

       (Nemoto, 1999:130) 

 

 

2.1.1     The Configurationality parameter 

 

In the late 70’s the flexibility of word order in Japanese was attributed to the 

configurationality parameter. Hale (1980) proposed that languages that have rigid word 

 19 

To conclude, in general in the Prague school, the variation of word order in 

Russian was attributed to the theme-rheme division. The direct word order was 

considered to be unmarked with the theme- preceding- rheme sequence. Inverted order 

was viewed as stylistically marked and violating the theme-rheme sequence. 

 

2.2.2         Discourse-driven accounts. Junghans & Zybatow (1997) 

 

Junghans & Zybatow (1997) advocate a different approach to the derivation of 

scrambling. According to them, scrambling is a regular A’- movement caused by 

information structure. In their paper Junghans and Zybatow discuss only cases of clause 

internal scrambling. 

 They argue that clause internal variation of word order in Russian is connected 

with discourse.  They assume that the neutral word order for Russian is: subject, verb, 

dative object, accusative object. This order of the constituents appears to be unmarked 

because only this combination allows to get an indefinite reading of the nominal 

expressions.   (Junghans & Zybatow, 1997:295) 

 (35) a. Odna !enschina podarila mal!iku jabloko. 

        ok     ‘A woman gave a boy an apple’ 

        ok    ‘A woman gave the boy an apple’ 

The rest of the possible orders are assumed to be derived by overt movement. 

(36) a. Anton celuet Ma"u.(unmarked) 

            AntonNom  kiss MaryAcc 

            b. Celuet Anton Ma"u. 

        c.  Ma"u celuet Anton. 

        d.  Anton Ma"u celuet  

        e.  Celuet Ma"u Anton. 

        f.  Ma"u Anton celuet. 

According to Junghans and Zybatow, any of the constituents in the examples (36) 

can be assigned a topic or a focus feature based on the communicative situation. I will 

discuss one of the examples from the list in (36). According to Junghans and Zybatow 

the subject in (36)f  is assigned a topic feature, and the constituent that is assigned  a 

topic feature should move to the topic position. Since it is assumed that this position 

should be able to host subjects, as well as objects and other elements, Junghans and 

Zybatow suggest that this position is an adjoined position to [Agr, SP].  
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Warlpiri: 
(4) 

 
 
• Subset Principle: Children make the most conservative hypothesis (they hypothesize that they 

are speaking a language which permits the smallest number of possibilities). 
 

o If the Subset Principle applies, children will assume that they speak a language 
that does not permit word reordering.  
 

o If children hear adults speaking with re-ordered words, then they will know they 
speak a language that does permit reordering.  

 
• How can we tell if this hypothesis about parameter setting is correct? What if children instead 

hypothesized that their language was a free word order language? 
 
• “If fixed-order is indeed the default, children should make few word order errors for a fixed-

order language like English. 
 
• “Children might be conservative in learning freer-word order languages, sticking with a subset 

of the sanctioned orders (whether they in fact are conservative would depend on how much 
evidence of multiple orders they need before leaping to the conclusion that multiple orders are 
permissible, and on how frequent in parental speech the various orders are).” 

 
• “If, on the other hand, free-order is the default, children acquiring fixed-word-order languages 

might go through a stage of overgenerating (saying, give doggie paper; give paper doggie, 
paper doggie give; doggie paper give, and so on), while children acquiring free word-order 
languages would immediately be able to use all the orders.  
 
• “Recall the speech of 18 month – 2 year olds. “Children learning English never leap to the 

conclusion that it is a free-word order language and speak in all orders (Brown, 1973; Braine, 
1976; Pinker, 1984; Bloom, Lightbown, & Hood, 1975).  

 
• “Children learning Korean, Russian, and Swedish do sometimes (though not always) err on the 

side of caution, and use only one of the orders allowed in the language, pending further 
evidence (Brown, 1973). It looks like fixed-order is the default, just as the Subset Principle 
would predict.” 


